
Highlights from The Studio Museum in Harlem

September 14 – December 8, 2019

Resilience:
Black Artists as Agents of Change

Where We Stand: 
Black Artists in Southwest Michigan



� American art is diverse and there are 
hundreds of narratives. Narratives involving 
white artists and white culture has dominated 
the conversation until more recently. 

� These exhibitions are about changing the 
narrative to include discussions about Black 
life and Black Art (locally, nationally, 
internationally). 

� There will be art that is about social justice, 
exclusion, and racism. And there will be art 
that is just about art and the individual.

� Let the art speak. Create the space for 
conversation and engagement. 



The Studio Museum in Harlem is the nexus for artists of 
African descent, locally, nationally and internationally, 
and for work that has been inspired and influenced by 
Black culture. It is a site for the dynamic exchange of 
ideas about art and society.





� Stereotypical representations of Black women 
(domestic servants, victims, vixens, etc.)  have 
often been created to justify their subjugation.

� Black artists in this section navigate stereotypes of 
Black women and use art to reframe these ideas.

� Often use family, friends, or their own image to 
redefine and empower the representations of Black 
women. 

� Creating a larger narrative where Black women are 
playing leading roles.



Barkley Hendricks, Lawdy Mama, 
1969, oil and gold leaf on canvas

Juliana Huxtable, Untitled (Psychosocial 
Stuntin’), 2015, color inkjet print



Elizabeth Catlett, Mother and Child, 1993, 
mahogany

Willie Cole, Steam’n Hot, 1999, steam iron and feathers



Mickalene Thomas, Panthera, 2002, Rhinestones on acrylic on birch panel 



� Expressions of Black identity through 
representations of femininity and masculinity.

� Artworks reflect, document, and critique notions 
of gender and how it is perceived. How does 
being black intersect with other aspects of 
identity (class, nation, sexuality)?

� What are the internal complexities of Black 
manhood, the varied consequences of blackness, 
and how do individuals navigate identity and 
social position?

� Some artists integrate individual experiences into 
their work



Titus Kaphar, Jerome IV, 2014, oil, 
gold leaf, and tar on wood (left)

Titus Kaphar, Jerome XXIX, 2014, oil,
gold leaf, and tar on wood (above)



Jordan Casteel, Kevin the Kiteman, 2016, oil on canvas



Whitfield Lovell, Coin XXVII, 2002, 
charcoal on wood

Whitfield Lovell, Coin XII, 2002, 
charcoal on wood



Adia Millett, Inventing Truth, 2001-2, thread on mesh in giltwood frames



Kori Newkirk, Solon 6:12, 2000, plastic pony beads, artificial hair, and metal brackets



Njideka Akunyili Crosby, Nwantinti, 2012, acrylic, pastel, charcoal, 
colored pencil, and Xerox transfers on paper



� Artists interested in abstraction and moving 
beyond representational art doesn’t mean that 
artists were not addressing the socio-political 
concerns or responding to their environments. 

� Bold visual language that use color, form, new 
media, and materials. 

� Investigations of  non-traditional techniques and 
materials, as well as scale but also current 
events, cultural assimilation, appropriation, and 
alienation.

� New understandings of what abstract art can 
encompass and what it can say about the human 
condition



Norman Lewis, Blue and Boogie, 1974, oil 
on canvas

Norman Lewis, Bonfire, 1962, oil on canvas



Tom Lloyd, Moussakoo, 1968, aluminum, lightbulbs, and plastic laminate



Mark Bradford, Enter and Exit the New Negro, 2000, acrylic and perm endpapers on 
canvas



Julie Mehretu, Entropia
(construction), 2005, 
lithograph with Gampi chine 
collé on Somerset Satin paper

Julie Mehretu, Untitled, 2011, graphite and collage 
on paper



� What does it mean to progress in this society? 
What does Black representation really signify?

� Artists critique and illuminate what 
advancement means to the state of the black 
community. Is it really happening?

� Some artists envision the possibilities while 
others highlight the lack of progress. 

� Artists feature rituals and practices to counter 
a legacy of omitting people of African descent 
from prevailing stories of art and history, and  
artists also expose the multifaceted nature of 
the Black experience.



Kerry James Marshall, Silence is Golden, 1986, acrylic on panel



David Hammons, Too Obvious, 1996, Cowrie shells and porcelain 



Fred Wilson, Atlas, 1995, painted 
ceramic, globe, pushpins, and flags



Kehinde Wiley, Conspicuous Fraud Series #1 (Eminence), 2001, oil on canvas



� Representations of Black people and places of 
significance

� Is Harlem only a place or is it an idea?

� Artists speak to the representations and 
exclusions of Black people in both metropolitan 
and rural communities and celebrate or 
challenge the many lived experiences of the 
Black community.



Faith Ringgold, Echoes of Harlem, 1980, hand painted cotton



Romare Bearden. Prelude to Farewell, 
1981, collage and watercolor on paper



Isaac Julien, Incognito, 2003, plaster, 
urethane foam, urethane plastic, 

acrylic paint, cloth, and human  hair



Carrie Mae Weems, Untitled (Black Love), 1999/2001, gelatin silver prints



“The single story 
creates stereotypes, 
and the problem with 
stereotypes is not that 
they are untrue, but 
that they are 
incomplete. They make 
one story become the 
only story.” 

-Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie

Glenn Ligon, Give Us A Poem, 2007


